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With the Fourth of July just weeks away many people
will be thinking about our country's Independence from
Great Britain some 240 years ago. About 100 years after
that the French sculptor Frederic Auguste Bartholdi
decided to commemorate America's abolition of slavery
and the Union victory in the Civil War, by sending a gift
to America from the people of France. That gift of
course was the Statue of Liberty. The statue represents
the Roman goddess of freedom, Libertas, and in her right
hand she carries the famous Torch and holds the Tabula
Ansata, or tablets which represent Law. Originally
designers planned to have her hold a broken chain, but
thought such a move would later prove to be
problematic. A small chain was added to the feet in the
final version of the statue.

Now resting on Liberty Island in New York Harbor, it
stands as a beacon welcoming people to the shores of
America. The Statue of Liberty is a national monument
with a very local, Parkside beginning. The torch and arm
of the statue were first displayed in America at the 1876
Centennial Exposition right here in Fairmount Park. The
exhibit later went on to tour other parts of the country, to
help raise funds for the project. Finally, the entire stature
was assembled and dedicated in 1886 and it has been at
station on Liberty Island ever since. Happy Birthday
America!!

Above is a picture of the original Stature of Liberty Arm
and Torch as it was displayed during the 1876 Centennial
Exhibition right here in Parkside, Fairmount Park
Philadelphia. The Torch was on display to raise funds to
complete the project.

Urban Adventures In America's National Parks
by David McCullough

Each year over a million people visit the
Wissiahickon Valley in Beautiful Fairmount Park.
The Valley has over 50 miles of trails that offers
runners, hikers, and mountain bikers the opportunity
to explore Fairmount Park's rich forests, woodland
and creeks. However, many of us urban dwellers
rarely visit places like Forbidden Drive, Devil's Pool,
Andorra Meadows or Climbers Rock. Some of us just
don't get out there. Keep reading and you will
discover David McCullough's efforts to change his
community's mindset regarding the outdoors.

In just about every way, I feel better when I can get
outside. It’s hard to find the time, though. I’m a
father, husband, graduate student, and professional
science educator. Like a lot of us, I’m really busy.
But when I get out into nature, I feel better physically
and emotionally. I get exercise and push myself to
get stronger. I have time to think. I can smell fresh
air and see new things. I can reflect. I can meet new
people. I feel more alive. And anything helps – from
walking the dog to blowing bubbles in the yard with
my kids.

For me, nothing beats hiking in the woods. It’s a
perfect combination of being grounded and
transported at the same time. A nice hike makes me
feel connected with nature and all of us in it, but I
also feel like like I’ve gone to some other world.

Maybe that says something about how wrapped up
we are in our daily lives that just walking through
trees and listening to the sounds of nature can seem
like you're on another planet. There's no feeling quite
like it.

This year, I wanted to do more than just be better
personally – I wanted to join with and help others
experience the same thing. Fortunately, I was chosen
to serve as a Philadelphian leader for Outdoor Afro, a
non-profit organization spreading around the country
with a simple, but powerful, mission: to celebrate and
inspire African American connections to nature. I get
the honor of being the leader for bringing that
mission to Philadelphia.

So how exactly do we celebrate and inspire black
people’s connections with nature? By getting outside
and sharing knowledge about the world around us,
including our special connections to nature. Of
course, this celebration isn’t to exclude anyone--we
just want to bring out stories that are all too often
forgotten, about how Black people have and continue
to be essential to our planet’s health and well being.
At the same time, we’re working to improve our own
health and well being.

Continued on page 5

Liberty's Torch on Display In Parkside!
by Michael Burch

Members of Outdoor Afro in Yosemite National Park Photo courtesy of Outdoor Afro
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West Park Cultural Center's Annual Spring Fling
Fundraiser, special recognition given to ceramics
instructor Janice Merendino.

New Bike share stations being installed along
Parkside Avenue in West Philadelphia

Jeffrey Brown at Jackie Robinson Day at baseball
Memorial Park in Parkside

Spoken word at the West Park Cultural Center's Spring
Fling, Ronald Cook is preforming.

Jackie Robinson Day at the Baseball Memorial Park

Students at Discovery Charter School

Indego Bike Share in Parkside

Little Big Sister performing at Rep. Vanessa Brown's
re-election announcement event.

Councilwoman Jannie Blackwell & State Rep. Vanessa
Brown at dedication of Grace H. Daniels Way at 852 N.
46th. st.

PARKSIDE Events and Programs!

Below are a few shots of some of the events and programs that go on in the Parkside
community. This is just a small sampling.



We are excited about moving to our own physical
office space before the end of 2016 and we expect to
have an announcement on the physical address of
where that will be by the next edition of the Parkside
Journal.

PJ: I know one of your early goals was to develop an
“Energy Improvement District” where you would
supply electrical energy to area residents from
renewable sources. Can you elaborate on this and has
there been any movement in that direction?

continued on page 9

The Parkside Journal

PJ: When do you expect to have your website up
and running?

Scott: We are actively working on establishing a
website and we expect to have one publicly
available in the coming weeks. We expect the
website to be a central resource for the community,
so we are investing time to ensure we have a great
website that does just that. Stay tuned and look out
for a website announcement by the next edition of
the Parkside Journal.

PJ: If Parkside residents want to reach out to you
how do they contact, you?

Scott: You can reach me by email at:
CLS2X@yahoo.com or by phone: 917.254.2361.

The CDC also holds monthly meetings and we
encourage resident participation as we move
forward. Please contact me to learn more.

PJ: Is there a physical address to the Parkside
CDC?

We have made significant progress on identifying
and securing financing for the physical headquarters
of the CDC. One of our key requirements in a
physical office space is that the space be accessible
to everyone in the community as a place to gather,
learn and play together.

In the September 2015 issue of the Parkside Journal,
we introduced readers to Christopher Scott and his
new venture the Centennial Parkside CDC. Chris is a
resident of Parkside by way of his grandparents who
moved to the area in the late 1940’s. As a kid growing
up in North Carolina Chris would spend many
summers in Parkside with his grandparents. He
enjoyed those summer visits and bonded with the
community. Those feelings never left Chris, which
lead him to move here after his grandfather died. He
joined together with other long time community
residents and business owners and supporters from
neighborhood cultural centers to create his new CDC.
Recently Christopher Scott found the time to sit down
and discuss what progress Centennial Parkside has
accomplished over the last eight months.

PJ: Chris what have you and the Centennial CDC
been up to since our last story in September of 2015?
Scott: We have continued to stay busy with the many
organizational setup matters that, while not
glamorous, we needed to push through in order to start
providing resources to revitalize Parkside.

Principally, I am happy to report that since we last
spoke, the Centennial Parkside CDC received notice
that we are recognized as a tax-exempt organization
under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
This is a critically important achievement, since
foundations and other philanthropic sources can only
provide grants to organizations that have this
designation. Centennial Parkside CDC is officially
open for business!

PJ: Have you and your team developed a strategic
plan?
Scott:We recently completed our 5-year strategic plan
with the assistance of a nationally known consultant,
American Communities Trust (ACT). We spent six
months in Board of Trustees training and strategic
plan development sessions with ACT.

The plan carries 5 core priorities for the CDC’s
activities:
1) Housing and homeownership
2) Marketing and branding
3) Sanitation and greening
4) Commercial Development
5) CDC organizational sustainability

This plan is our roadmap for the next 5 years. We will
post the plan in its entirety on our website when the
website is live. In the interim, if you want a copy
please contact me and I will ensure you get a detailed
version of the strategic plan.

Page 3www.parksidejournal@yahoo.com

Cenntennial Park CDC Talks to Parkside Residents.
Michael Burch
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Congratulations To All Our 2016
Graduates!

From the Editorial Staff of the
Parkside Journal!!!
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Urban Adventures In America's National Parks
by David McCullough

Continued from Page 1

Indego Bike Share Open for Business In Parkside
by Michael Burch

The City of Philadelphia’s INDEGO Bike share program is up and running in
Parkside. INDEGO is a network of public bikes that can be rented for short periods of
time and is a fun and affordable way to get around the city. You can check out a bike
at any station, ride to where you want to go, and return the bike to any station. A $15 a
month membership gives you an unlimited number of 1 hour trips.

The staff at INGEGO has been hosting various discussions with Parkside residents at
local public meetings since early September 2015. The purpose of these meetings has
been to inform area residents about the coming program and to get feedback on the best
locations for the bike stations.

By now many Parkside residents have noticed and may have used the INDEGO bikes
at their stations along Parkside Avenue. For those who have not noticed them, the
stations in Parkside can be found in three locations:

• on the sidewalk in front of the Philadelphia Zoo
• along Parkside Avenue near the School of the Future
• in the 4200 block of Parkside Avenue near the Case Building next to the eastbound
38 bus stop.

Negotiations are currently underway for a fourth station. If all goes well that station
will be in the Parkwest Shopping Center at 52nd and Jefferson Streets. In the future
new stations may be set up at the Mann Music Center, the Pump Track or the Please
Touch Museum.

It’s important to note that the two Parkside Avenue sites are located in temporary
locations. This is mostly due to the upcoming construction of the Park Conservancy’s
Parkside Edge project. (See the Spring issue of the Parkside Journal for more details
on the Centennial Commons Project Update at www.parksidejournal.wordpress.com)

In fact, our personal health and the health of our world are
deeply connected. Natural places aren't intrinsically mysterious
and scary – they belong to us. They nourish us and help us feel
strong. But they also need us. When each of us is interested and
invested in nature, we make choices that benefit our natural world
and each other. We start to make small changes in what we eat
and how we get around, and think more about big choices like
how public money should be used to support parks and green
spaces. Our voice – the voice of Black folk – is important, and
needs to heard. Believe it or not, we can start speaking just by
getting outside.

This, of course, is all a bunch of great ideas. Let’s get down to the
nitty gritty of how a hike with Outdoor Afro – or even on your
own – can make your life and world a richer, happier place.

Exercise – We all know we need exercise. Hiking
just happens to be my favorite kind. There are small
hills and declines that give you a bit more activity
than you might find on a simple walk. And even the
most well kept trails have tree roots and rocks that
you have to step over and navigate, all giving your
body a little more stuff to do. All of this while being
distracted by serene surroundings and great
conversations.

Of course, hiking is just one of many outdoor
activities. Outdoor Afro gatherings can include
activities like biking, canoeing, kayaking, fishing,
and even sailing! The sky is the limit…so far.

Healing time – This one is hard to explain until
you’ve experienced it. But trust me – the outdoors
has healing powers. As your body moves and your
mind relaxes, you find yourself reflecting and
thinking about your life, and yourself, in new ways.
You release tension and embrace the calm sights and
sounds of nature. Make no mistake, a good hike does
the spirit good, too.

Fellowship – While Outdoor Afro is new here in
Philadelphia, the program has been going strong for
five years and most participants come for the
fellowship. Outdoor Afro draws in people from all
walks of life through a common interest in getting
outside and enjoying nature. It's an amazing way to
meet new friends, hear new stories, and get new
perspectives.

There’s a special kind of togetherness that comes
from enjoying healing exercise and beautiful
surroundings with good people.

Learning – One of my favorite things about
Outdoor Afro is the emphasis on sharing
knowledge. We talk about the plants, animals,
rocks, and waterways that make up the environment
for each of our hikes. Also, it's important that we
talk about the history of these regions, and in
particular, the history of black people. We have
been so important to this country, but our
contributions are too often overlooked. Outdoor
Afro wants to bring those stories back to forefront,
and make them part of our common knowledge.

While my job as leader is to find and share
information, we know all of you have deep
knowledge, too. Outdoor Afro is a great place to
share your own expertise about nature, history,
Philadelphia, or even stories about your own family.
We all know so much. Come share your knowledge
with Outdoor Afro!

If you want to join Outdoor Afro-Philadelphia on
the trails and wherever our journeys take us, you
can find us at http://www.meetup.com/Outdoor-
Afro-Philadelphia and on Facebook by searching
for Outdoor Afro-Philadelphia. All of our
scheduling is online, so log on in and join us in
feeling better, one hike at a time!

Forbidden Drive

New Indego Bike Share Station on Parkside Avenue
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The views expressed in this story do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the staff of the Journal. This
story is being published in keeping with this paper's
policy of giving exposure to viewpoints or experiences
that the editors feel are timely, thought provoking or
that may be especially relevant to the lives of our
readers.

Anyone who has ever experienced the intensity of a
National Labor Relations Board union election knows
how difficult it is to organize a union these days,
fighting through an aggressive anti-union campaign by
the employer. Yet, by the time the Pennsylvania
Association of Staff Nurses and Allied Professionals
(PASNAP) made the decision to file NLRB election
petitions a few days before Christmas, 2015, it was clear
there was something very special going on. On
consecutive days, the Philadelphia area-based 5,200
member union filed petitions to represent 330 Registered
Nurses at Delaware County Memorial Hospital, about 15
minutes west of Philadelphia, and 850 nurses at the for-
profit, Tenet Healthcare-owned Hahnemann University
Hospital, whose name lights up the skyline in center city
Philadelphia.

Even before the nurses at Delaware County Memorial
(DCMH) had a chance to vote on January 16th,
PASNAP had already filed two more petitions, this time
for a total of 500 Registered Nurses who work at St.
Christopher’s Hospital for Children along with their
outpatient clinics and physician offices.

These elections came fast on the heels of an impressive
organizing win for 200 nurses and mental health
technicians at Eagleville Hospital in late fall, where the
workers fought back against a vicious, consultant-driven
anti-union campaign to win with a 90% - 10% margin.
While the union prevailed at DCMH with a 60 %
margin, at both Hahnemann and St. Christopher’s, the
nurses won with more than 80% of the vote. Soon after
these impressive victories, 925 Registered Nurses at
Einstein Medical Center and another 100 technical
employees at Delaware County Memorial Hospital also
successfully organized unions with PASNAP.

All told, and when the difficult work of bargaining first
contracts is eventually concluded, the union is looking at
adding 3,000 new members, a nearly 40% growth rate
within a very short period of time. So, what's going on
with the nurses and health care professionals in
Pennsylvania?

Since its founding in 2000 with important assistance
from the California Nurses Association, PASNAP has
developed an unusually strong, and widely admired,
internal organization. Contract standards at union
hospitals in Pennsylvania far exceed ;the standards at
non-union hospitals. So, along with such high standards
has come a strong “word of mouth” reputation among
nurses and health professionals.

PASNAP rank and file President Patty Eakin attributes
the recent success to PASNAP’s strong, democratic
culture. According to Eakin, “we’ve led several
effective strikes, including an action by 1500 members
at Temple University Hospital in 2010; a strike with
95% participation in the teeth of the great recession that
beat back several concessionary demands, including the
infamous "gag clause," which sought to silence nurses
from speaking out about patient care conditions.”

In addition, in 2014, a successful 5-day strike at Crozer
Chester Medical Center saw an inspiring 100%
participation from this 600 member union of Registered
Nurses.

Another important factor in the recent upsurge in
organizing for the feisty but not numerically large
PASNAP has been the establishment of the North East
Nurses Association (NENA) along with the 23,000
member Massachusetts Nurses Association and the New
York Professional Nurses Union (NYPNU). NENA is
not a typical labor coalition; with no buildings or
overhead, it’s more like organizing a cooperative than
traditional alliance or federation. MNA, PASNAP and
NYPNU don't share a national affiliation but have
agreed to contribute funds to a collective pool for the
primary purpose of supporting new organizing.

Opportunities for social movements to produce
significant changes do not occur very often; when they
do it’s because the status quo is no longer capable of
bearing the weight of the contradictions that have
developed within existing relationships. It's possible that
the RN (Registered Nurses) labor movement in
Pennsylvania may be experiencing such a moment.

In the Philadelphia area, the nurses' relationships with
their bosses have arguably hit a transformative tipping
point: wages, health and pension benefits, staffing and
supplies are treated with unrelenting austerity while
Hospital executives are showered with millions in
compensation while even more is spent on mergers and
acquisitions.

In the organizing campaigns, nurses at the for-profit
Tenet facilities also clearly revealed the contradictions
inherent in the hospital industry's "Magnet Status,"
bestowed on Tenet, where Registered Nurses are
promised a voice and "empowerment" within
management-dominated committees; while at the same
time that patient units are left dangerously understaffed,
supplies are scarce and nurses experience among the
worst wages and benefits in the area.

Now, the newly organized 3,000 nurses in PASNAP are
aggressively negotiating their first union contracts,
negotiating improvements in staffing levels, health and
pension benefits. There’s no telling how long this wave
of organizing will last in Philadelphia but one thing is
for certain: Hospital employers in the Philadelphia area
have received a strong message: professional nurses
will stand up for themselves and their patients when
hospitals disrespect the dedicated nursing staff and cut
corners on staffing levels. When nurses unify and
demand improvements in their patient care
environment, not only do the nurses benefit but also
everyone that might someday be a patient in a hospital
bed, depending on a nurse to get you home safely, with
your dignity intact.

Organized PASNAP nurses at demonstration

by Jennifer Weil



Centennial Park CDC Talks to Parkside
by Michael Burch
continued from page 3

Homeschool: A Complicated Issue
by C. F. Collins

This neighborhood is a focus area for the
philanthropic community, given the
Promise Zone and other assets we have
around us. Our job as a CDC is to harness
that interest and steer those investments
to the benefit of our residents. We are
working hard every day to ensure that
happens.

PJ: What do you feel you’ve
accomplished over the past year?

Scott: This has been a truly exceptional
year of growth and achievement for the
CDC. We started from nothing but a
concept exactly one year ago this month.
Yet, since that time we have:

1) Formally incorporated
2) Received 501(c)(3) designation
3) Raised over $20,000 in direct
donations
4) Advocated for the installation of bike
share stations in Parkside
5) Established new partnerships with our
cultural institution partners

And importantly

6) We have a direct working relationship
with Councilwoman Jannie Blackwell,
who is supporting our efforts as we move
forward

I’m proud to lead an energetic Board of
Trustees that is deeply committed to
providing an improved quality of life for
the residents of Parkside.

PJ: Our thanks to Mr. Scott for sitting
with us.

The Parkside Journal

While most school systems try to
maintain a secular environment, no such
requirement is necessary if children are
taught at home. A parent can be as
religious or as non-religious as he or she
chooses in a private home. There is also
the perceived added benefit of developing
a stronger bond between parent(s) and
child than the one that would normally
exist when relying on others to teach your
child outside of the home. For some
parents, this is very significant or
important.

There is also an increased need or desire
among some parents to "protect" their
children. In today's society, children may
seem to be less safe than in earlier times.
Parents who homeschool often feel that
they will have more direct control over
their children's safety. And yet, this same
perceived benefit may contain some
pitfalls. Many children judge what
obstacles they can overcome based on the
obstacles they encounter everyday.
Removing a child from a traditional
school setting could eliminate many of
the obstacles or challenges they might
otherwise learn from.

It has been said "you cannot discover new
oceans unless you have the courage to
lose sight of the shore". Some parents
can be overprotective. A sheltered child
may become a child unsure of himself or
herself, afraid to explore new challenges.
While a parent can protect his or her child
in the short run, sooner or later that child
will have to learn to protect himself or
herself.

It is a significant step to remove children
from the mainstream educational system.
Parents need to be aware of all the
implications that such a decision entails.
First and foremost, educating your child
at home does not mean you will be
completely free of oversight by the
government. Therefore, a parent needs to
be well prepared for such an
undertaking

PLEASE BE SURE TO LOOK FOR
MORE FOLLOW UP ARTICLES ON
THIS SUBJECT IN SUBSEQUENT
ISSUES OF THE JOURNAL.

Scott: An Energy Improvement District
is certainly one solution we are exploring
as means to create wealth and opportunity
for Parkside residents. Low-income
communities are disproportionately
impacted by land use strategies that
negatively impact health. Fundamentally,
an Energy Investment District enables
communities – particularly communities
of color – to develop local renewable
energy generation and energy efficiency
programs that are accountable to the
community and produce healthier
neighborhoods, reduce energy costs,
create good jobs, and build the wealth for
those most in need.

PJ: And what kind of movement have
you had in that direction; is there anyone
out their listening?

Scott: I can say we have had some
success in building the case for an Energy
Improvement District in Parkside.
Leaders from across the city are taking
notice that we have an innovative solution
to transforming the structural inequities
borne by low-income communities like
ours. As an example of the notice we are
receiving, the CDC has been invited to
speak about the Energy Improvement
District solution at the Arts & Business
Council of Greater Philadelphia on June
9th. This is a conference that is hosted by
the largest Foundations in the city and
expected to attract 200 - 300 executives
and staff from across the nonprofit,
philanthropic and private sectors. This is
the type of platform that will help the
CDC continue to build momentum around
implementing this solution in Parkside.

PJ: Where do you get your funding?
Who are your Partners?

Scott: The CDC just completed its
strategic plan in April and we have been
using that plan as the basis to introduce
the CDC and its proposed activities to
potential funders, including the region’s
largest foundations. We are really pleased
by the level of interest the Foundation
community has in supporting our CDC
and we expect to cement those funding
relationships in the coming months.

The following article is a editorial
comment on one aspect of a larger issue
(education) that has generated widespread
debate and comment within our
community. This subject is of particular
concern and interest to the writer, C. Fox
Collins.

How a society educates its children has
always been of paramount importance.
There was a time in America where many
children were homeschooled. Many
families lived far away from any type of
school setting. Therefore, out of
practical necessity, much education took
place in the home. Reading, writing, and
arithmetic formed the core of the basic set
of skills or knowledge that was
considered necessary or sufficient for an
educated person to function or survive in
a primarily agrarian society.

For a society to function well, it needs the
majority of its population to be well
educated. In order to do this in today's
highly diverse and urban centered society,
our school systems have created large
bureaucracies. In order for a large
bureaucracy to be effective, key societal
groups need to "buy in" to it: parents,
educators, administrators, politicians,
taxpayers, etc. For a long time in our
country this system has functioned
reasonable well.

Recently, however, we've begun to see a
significant new trend or challenge to the
traditional school system. More and more
children are being homeschooled. Current
statistics show at least 2 million
homeschoolers in the U.S. Many Black
families are beginning to explore this
option. What are the benefits &
disadvantages of this?

Parents seem to choose the
homeschooling option for a variety of
reasons. There is evidence to suggest that
parents, who have a strong belief system,
use homeschooling as a way to ensure
their beliefs remain a strong presence in
their children's lives.

Page 9www.parksidejournal.wordpress.com
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Parkside Journal Updates

This summer work is to begin of the Centennial Commons project
which will focus on improvements to the Parkside Edge of West
Fairmount Park. Improvements include dynamic rain gardens that will
filter storm water off of Parkside Avenue, a mid block pedestrain
crossing between Memorial and Malton Avenues. The key to this
project will be the "neighborhood rooms" along Parkside Avenue

Construction will occur on Parkside Avenue from 41st Street to just
past Memorial Hall Drive. The work is expected to last six to nine
months. West Fairmount Park will still be open but expect parking
distruptions on Parkside Avenue. Construction should begin in July
2016.

Last issue the Parkside Journal reported that Viola Street Residents
Assoication (VSRA) were amomg the finalists, in Philadelphia, for the
Knight Foundation Cities Grant. Their proposal was to transform a little
used alley in their neighborhood into a community focal point and event
space. However, the Viola Street proposal was not accepted to receive the
grant. This was a unique idea and I'm sure we will hear from it again.

WEST PARK ARTS FEST RETURNS TO FAIRMOUNT PARK JUNE 11
by Niesha Kennedy

nkennedy@westparkcultural.org

West Park Cultural Center will present the 9th Annual West Park Arts Fest - "Friends Across
Cultures" on Saturday, June 11th from 11am to 5pm in Fairmount Park (on the grounds of the
School of the Future, 4021 Parkside Avenue). Rain or shine, this free and fun event for all ages
will feature two stages with a wide range of exciting multicultural performances by some of the
area’s best dancers, musicians, vocalists, and spoken word artists.

In the Children’s Pavilion, younger attendees will enjoy different types of creative activity,
drawing workshops, Clowns Without Borders, “Who at the Zoo” shows, science activities,
performances by Eco-Man, and book give-a-way with Tree House Books among other
interactives. All ages can enjoy audience participation with some of our dance groups,
collaborative painting with WEPAINT, and taking free guided historical trolley tours through
the Centennial District with narrator Kathy Lee and sponsored by the Fairmount Park
Conservancy. Attendees will also enjoy browsing and shopping the many art, craft, and food
vendors that will be on site.

Sponsors for the West Park Arts Fest are Indego (Philly’s Bike Share), Fairmount Park
Conservancy, Brown’s ShopRite, Rockland Capital, West Philadelphia Financial Services
Institution, Zakian and Zerflin. The event is also supported in part by the Philadelphia Cultural
Fund and Pennsylvania Council on the Arts.

West Park Cultural Center established the West Park Arts Fest in 2008 and continues to work
closely with other cultural and community organizations to bring this unique event to West
Fairmount Park for the benefit of surrounding communities and the region.

To learn more about the festival visit http://www.westparkcultural.org/westparkartsfest and
http://www.facebook.com/westparkartsfestival For more information call 215-473-7810 or
email info@westparkcultural.org.

Contributing to the Arts Fest will be 20 arts, cultural, and
community organization and institution partners creating a
truly unique event in Philadelphia.

An estimated 1,500 people are expected to attend with over
100 professional performers, children, youth, and seniors
sharing their talent. Music performances include Badd
Kitti, Ismail Abdus-Salaam, Charles “X Man” Xavier
(well-known San Francisco, musician), King Simm, Jesse
Renee, Marrissa Joy, and many more.

Kun-Yang Lin/Dancers, Ollin Yoliztli Calmecac, Estilo Dancers, WPSCC line and social
dancers, and spoken word artists Ron “Boom Boom” Cook and Tyree Evans among others will
light up another stage.

Badd Kitty
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The Parkside Neighborhood;
Rare Roots Run Deep

by Nikia Brown

From every corner of Philadelphia, its anthem rings true, “Philadelphia is the city of
neighborhoods.” Historic in nature and diverse in form, the Parkside neighborhood, in particular,
provides a vivid illustration of a historic, yet re-inventive Philadelphia. Several eras ago, Parkside
was a destination for Sunday strollers and carriage rides, street vendors and park parades. It’s
artistically designed Victorian buildings became the home and hope for many European
immigrants and African-Americans migrating from the South.

In the 19th century, Parkside, formerly known as Blockley Township, was mostly utilized for its
lush green lands. The neighborhood’s proximity to the railroad and Center City made it the ideal
location for the nation’s 100th birthday celebration—The Centennial Exposition of 1876. The
Exposition attracted tourists and settlers from all around the world offering a wide array of ethnic
foods, vaudeville theaters, a grandiose soda fountain, hotels, and beer gardens. While the
Exposition was a lauded success, Parkside suffered a grave decline after the 6-month long
celebration. It took the courage of German-American entrepreneur, Frederick Poth, and the
creative genius of 26-year-old architect, Henry Flower, to revive the deteriorating neighborhood.

The 20th century ushered in a surge of newly designed homes, German-born merchants and
manufacturers, and a range of occupations from brewer to distiller, lithographer to mechanical
engineer. On Viola Street, between 1900 and 1910, many households were owned by second and
third generation middle-class European-Americans with Scottish, English, Irish, and German
backgrounds. Interestingly, in the 1920s, the overly animated open markets of South Street pushed
the newly emerging middle-class Russian-Jewish population to Parkside. The synagogue built on
41st and Viola Street continues to stand as a representation of yet another community that chose
Parkside as their settling grounds. Today that synagogue is a Baptist church.

Nonetheless, with the devastating blow of the Great Depression and World War II, urban life
increasingly proved difficult to navigate driving many of the Jewish residents to more outlying
neighborhoods. This, as well as other episodes of, “White Flight” provided African-Americans an
opportunity to find refuge in an unfair and uncertain America. Though the neighborhood remained
fairly integrated for approximately 15 years, the African-American residents of the Parkside
Historical District are the longest residing group to inhabit the area since it was built in 1897. With
resilience and gracious tenacity, they weathered the cumbersome economic challenges of
Parkside’s past and contributed to what is now one of Philadelphia’s most urban tourist
attractions.

With Philadelphia’s recent designation as a World Heritage City and Parkside’s continuing
development, this neighborhood is bound to attract, once again, the diverse communities that
planted its roots to opportunity. The Fairmount Park Conservancy, with assistance from the
William Penn Foundation and the Lenfest Foundation, has funded the creation of the Centennial
District Master Plan. The projected 300-million dollar 20-year plan includes streetscape
improvements along Parkside Avenue, renovation of the Park’s
Concourse Lake, play fields opposite Memorial Hall, and a new transit line that will connect the
area to Center City. Today, Parkside residents can envisage a neighborhood that pays homage to
the bustling economic activity and immigrant engagement of its distant past. Parkside symbolically
stands as the bridge between rich Philadelphian history and the promise of greater cooperation,
civic engagement, and community progress.

PARKSIDE HAPPENINGS

Enter Text Here.

People’s Emergency Center (PEC)

People’s Emergency Center is hosting its Lancaster
Avenue Jazz & Arts Festival this summer celebrating

its 10th anniversary and Women in Jazz!
Saturday, July 16th from 12:00-7:00 pm a free
one day event at Penn Presbyterian Medical
Center’s Saunders Park Greene (39th &

Powelton)

State Rep. Vanessa Brown’s Summer Reading
Program. This is a great way to encourage your
children to read throughout the summer months.

Children must commit to reading one hour each day,
beginning Monday June 27 through Friday, Aug. 5th

* Program open to students K - 8
* Students must register to participate

Download registration form from
www.pahouse.com/brown or call 215-879-6615 for

more details
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